
SapphireOne 18.2.0.41 Release Notes
 Number  Summary  Component  Type

On market pack creating the RCTI converting the PGJ to PVI the transaction is saying 
it is posted when it is not

18400 Webpack - 
Markets

Bug

On market pack creating the RCTI converting the PGJ to PVI the transaction is saying 
it is posted when it is not

18400 Webpack - 
Markets

Runtime error when trying to add currency format in FX settings and saving18423 Utilities Bug

Runtime error when trying to add currency format in FX settings and saving18423 Utilities

WooCommerce API - Stock qty only gets synced with the first 100 items - now 
unlimited

18433 API/PartnersWooCommerce API - Stock qty only gets synced with the first 100 items - now 
unlimited

18433 API/Partners Incorrect 
Functionality

WooCommerce API - Stock qty only gets synced with the first 100 items - now 
unlimited

18433 API/Partners

Reversal of a PVI that has a Levy deduction PVC is showing an Incorrect total in the 
Inquiry screen to the value of double the levy amount

18434 Inventory Bug

Reversal of a PVI that has a Levy deduction PVC is showing an Incorrect total in the 
Inquiry screen to the value of double the levy amount

18434 Inventory

Show Report - Sales by Serial Batch, total section and grand total section sum the rate 
and cost

18438 InventoryShow Report - Sales by Serial Batch, total section and grand total section sum the rate 
and cost

18438 Inventory Incorrect 
Functionality

Show Report - Sales by Serial Batch, total section and grand total section sum the rate 
and cost

18438 Inventory

Show Report - Sales by Serial Batch, rate displaying incorrectly when there are 
multiple sales on the same serial number

18439 Inventory Bug

Show Report - Sales by Serial Batch, rate displaying incorrectly when there are 
multiple sales on the same serial number

18439 Inventory

Job Project ID is 12 character ID, when linking to GL, it will now allow 12 characters 
to link GL to Proj ID. 

18440 Job ProjectsJob Project ID is 12 character ID, when linking to GL, it will now allow 12 characters 
to link GL to Proj ID. 

18440 Job Projects Missing 
Functionality

Job Project ID is 12 character ID, when linking to GL, it will now allow 12 characters 
to link GL to Proj ID. 

18440 Job Projects

FX Currency Settings - If accidentally added an empty FX currency, cannot delete it - 
now you cannot add empty suffix

18441 Utilities Bug

FX Currency Settings - If accidentally added an empty FX currency, cannot delete it - 
now you cannot add empty suffix

18441 Utilities

Leave Page Dropdown on Award Entitlements add the word Annual to the front of 
Leave

18442 Payroll HR Cosmetic

Leave Page Dropdown on Award Entitlements add the word Annual to the front of 
Leave

18442 Payroll HR

Working transaction - termination screen pre-requisite fields DOB and Start Date 18449 Payroll HRWorking transaction - termination screen pre-requisite fields DOB and Start Date 18449 Payroll HR Incorrect 
Functionality

Working transaction - termination screen pre-requisite fields DOB and Start Date 18449 Payroll HR

Working transaction - Termination under/over 55 setting - radio button deleted - now 
based on age only

18450 Payroll HRWorking transaction - Termination under/over 55 setting - radio button deleted - now 
based on age only

18450 Payroll HR Incorrect 
Functionality

Working transaction - Termination under/over 55 setting - radio button deleted - now 
based on age only

18450 Payroll HR
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